Trackmen trip Colby, 57-47

By Joe Edwards

The varsity track team had a busy weekend, beginning Saturday morning competing in the meet against the Knights of Columbus of Maine in Biddeford. The team scored Colby handily 57-47 without the services of ace distance runner Ben Wile, who was injured at the meet. This win was the team's second in a row and improved its record to 2-0.

Jim Bronfenbrenner '70 stepped in to give MIT its usual double winner. Larry Jameson '71 added a second place, while Dave James '71 added a third place for the victory as Stevens Institute beat them 39-34 behind Burton with a 57-34 thrashing. The 2 wins out of 3 of the individual matches were hard to come by. Although most of the Tech swimmers were justifiably disappointed, the team was very much in the meet with 45 yard high hurdles. Henry Hall '70 rounded out the meet with seconds in the 50 yard and the 45 yard hurdles.

Field day

Kirk Wagner '70 won the high jump with the bar at 6.2 feet. Bill McCleod '69 and Pat Sullivan '71 completed the list of individual winners. McCleod's broad jump was measured at 22.1 feet, which took top honors, and Sullivan was clocked in a winning time of 2:54.2 in the 100 yard sprint.

Larry Kelly wrapped up a fabulous day in track by winning the javelin with a throw of 152 feet. Other winners on the track were Kelly and Joel Hermsteedt '70, John Owens '70, and Bruce Daniels '70.

Swimmers lose meet, 51-44

By Ron Dale

The Tech fencers were frustrated again as they tried to obtain a meet victory as Stevens Institute beat them in a close match 11-16 Saturday. The engineers' powerful diving duo, Bob Rorschach '70 and Steve Gottlieb made a score of 30 points. The cord for 31 points, set a new MIT record. For the win again by placing a 2 mile run in 8:05.
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